JSU kicks Coca-Cola to curb

By Julie Skinner
News Editor

All over Jacksonville State University, blue is replacing red.

After over 20 years of Coca-Cola products being served in JSU’s cafeteria, vending machines and concession stands at athletic events, this year’s bid from Coca-Cola just didn’t make the cut.

A proposal went out during the first of June to Buffalo Rock/Pepsi, Coca-Cola and one other beverage company that failed to respond. The bids from Coca-Cola and Pepsi were opened on Monday, July 21 and evaluated over the course of two weeks. Buffalo Rock/Pepsi was selected during the first week of August.

Joe Whitmore, director of institution support services, worked with the bids from the beginning.

“Coca-Cola and Pepsi both placed bids with us, and both bids included exclusive beverage rights across campus including the cafeteria, the food court and all of the athletic venues; the concession stands and vending machines,” Whitmore said.

According to Whitmore, Coca-Cola’s bid just wasn’t as financially beneficial to the university as Buffalo Rock/Pepsi.

“The bid here was very, very close,” Whitmore said.

“But Pepsi’s was financially a little better, so that’s why we went with them.”

JSU receives commission on sales from vending machines and through the concession stands. Companies who bid also offer a certain amount of free products to be used for Student Government Association events and other campus meetings of that nature. This was also taken into consideration when deciding over Coca Cola and Buffalo Rock/Pepsi.

The changes in drink choices now include Sierra Mist in place of Sprite, Grapico in place of Grape Fanta, Gatorade in place of Powerade and of course, Fanta.

Freshmen convocate

By Zach Childree
Editor In Chief

Incoming freshmen gathered at Pete Mathews Coliseum on Tuesday for the first annual Freshmen Convocation. The students were treated to music from the Marching Southerners as well as routines by the Jacksonville State University cheerleaders.

Student Government Association President Jennifer Nix welcomed the students to college with advice on surviving campus life.

“Don’t start skipping class,” Nix said. “Always be aware of the campus curfew.”

“Don’t let this be a ‘suitcase’ campus anymore,” Nix said.

Nix said college was like a business trip to Las Vegas.

“You have a lot of work to do, but you should also have fun,” Nix said.

“College is about sitting around wearing pajamas with your friends till late at night when you know you have a class at 7 a.m.”

Nix told the students to make smart choices about how they spend their free time. “Don’t be stupid,” Nix said of underage drinking.

University President Dr. Bill Mason told the students that college was a business with a lifetime of success to come.

Dean candidates to present

By Kandice Davis
Staff Writer

On September 4, at 2 p.m., the Gamecock community is invited to attend presentations given by Dr. John Hammett and Dr. Donna Burgraff, candidates for dean of College of Education and Professional Studies.

Presentations will be held on the 11th floor of Jacksonville State University’s Houston Cole Library.

The search committee for dean of College of Education and Professional Studies was given criteria of what to look for in candidates to fill the position. Candidates were invited to campus for presentations.

The final candidates will have a chance to present to the campus community in an open forum. Dr. Joe Delap, head of the search committee, especially encourages students to attend.

“Students are encouraged to come out and engage in the process,” Delap said. “Candidates will talk about how they will fill the position and students can ask questions.”

One candidate in particular, Dr. Hammett, is no stranger to the JSU community and its students. He is currently associate dean of the JSU School of Education.

The presentations are open to the public and students are encouraged to attend and engage in the process of choosing the next dean of College of Education and Professional Studies.
For many incoming students at Jacksonville State University, Friday, August 22 will forever be branded as a day of independence. A tiring day, full of moving, emotions and overwhelming changes. For this was move in day for freshmen living in residence halls.

JSU freshman Daniel Bates moved into Crowe Hall, an all male residence hall, and was surprised by the first-floor restrooms. “The first-floor showers are crazy, because they are like fire hoses. It hurts, they’re so strong,” Bates said. “They make a wind current, and the curtains blow in on you. It’s crazy.”

Besides the slight disappointment in the restrooms, Bates said the move was not too bad, though his mother was a bit emotional at his leaving. “My mom was like, ‘My baby is gone and all that junk,’” Bates said with a laugh.

Parents and resident assistants were seen around campus helping freshmen move into their rooms and get settled in.

Beneath the bulky suitcases, mounds of groceries and shower supplies, many of the fresh out of high school students looked scared and a bit uncertain.

“They are pretty nervous,” Lebya Simpson, resident assistant at Fitzpatrick Hall said. “We just try to encourage them and tell them it’s going to be okay.”

According to Simpson, some useful tips for freshmen living in a residence hall are:

- Avoid loud music.
- Be kind to your neighbors.
- Be aware of your belongings.
- Keep your dorm clean.
- Respect the rules.
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QUESTION of the WEEK
Should the legal drinking age be lowered to 18?

- Yes 53%
- No 39%
- I’m conflicted on the issue 24%

Next week’s question:
How do you feel about security cameras on campus?

ONLINE @ thechanticleeronline.com
Wireless expands to cover campus
New Wi-Fi access spots added over the summer

By KANDACE DAVIS
Staff Writer

For those of us who get some of our best school work done at late hours, or those early morning people who like to get a head start on our day, we appreciate the convenience of wireless Internet "hot-spots.

With over 70 wireless or "wi-fi" spots on campus, including recent spots added over the summer, JSU has shown a commitment to offering students variety in areas to utilize their own PCs on campus. Whether you want to gather for a group study session or find a personal quiet spot for you and your laptop, there are more options for you campus wide.

The newest additions to the "hot-spot" list are as follows: The quad area nearest Bibb Graves Hall, Leadership House, Patterson Hall Lobby (student lounge area), Theater/Drama area in Stone Center, Roundhouse, Dixon and Crowe Halls (1st floor student lounge area), Fitzpatrick and Curtis Halls (basement area). Other popular spots that have wireless connections: Theron Montgomery Building's food court, cafeteria, Gamecock Center and Stephenson Hall. Sparkman Hall and Houston Cole Library are the buildings with the most complete coverage, generally on every floor.

The JSU wireless network is not only convenient, but it is also very secure. Mark Matthews of Academic and Computer Services, who is responsible for installation, assures that only JSU faculty, staff, and students are able to access the network by first registering, using your MyJSU account.

To complete registration, you must first be in range of the wireless network. Once access is attempted, the system will automatically prompt to enter information and sign an agreement. The network is set to update for any new registrations every 15 minutes. If 15 minutes or less, you will be able to access the network and begin surfing the web.

There are still more hotspots to come in the near future, although there is so specific timeline set. Expect buildings such as Brewer Hall, Row Hall, Selph Hall, and Pete Matthews Coliseum to have wireless access soon. "The ultimate goal is to ensure that all academic buildings have wireless access in at least the lobby areas," Matthews said.

"In general, do not expect to have wireless Internet access while in the classroom." There may be concerns that wireless connection may have negative impacts on the classroom. However, Matthews doesn't really foresee any negative impacts of wi-fi on the campus community. Each access point is monitored, and Matthews said he is confident that Houston Cole Library is definitely used for research and scholastic purposes. Other areas are generally for both academic and personal uses.

Matthews' said a potential concern was making sure the network would keep up with demand, which increases every year. "We just have to be sure that our bandwidth can keep up with demand," he said.

Colleges Presidents seek debate on minimum drinking age

By JUSTIN POPE
Associated Press Writer

College presidents from about 100 of the nation's best-known universities, including Duke, Dartmouth and Ohio State, are calling on lawmakers to consider lowering the drinking age from 21 to 18, saying current laws actually encourage dangerous binge drinking on campus.

The movement called the Amethyst Initiative began quietly recruiting presidents more than a year ago to provoke national debate about the drinking age.

"This is a law that is routinely evaded," said John McCardell, former president of Middlebury College in Vermont who started the organization. "It is a law that the people at whom it is directed believe is unjust and unfair and discriminatory."

Other prominent schools colleges suffer injuries each year related in some way to drinking, and about 1,700 die in such accidents.

A recent Associated Press analysis of federal records found that 157 college-age people, 18 to 23, drank themselves to death from 1999 through 2005.

Moana Jagasia, a Duke University sophomore from Singapore, where the drinking age is lower, said reducing the age in the U.S. could be helpful.

"There isn't that much difference in maturity between 21 and 18," she said. "If the age is younger, you're getting exposed to it at a younger age, and you don't freak out when you get to campus."

McCardell's group takes its name from ancient Greece, where the purple gemstone amethyst was widely believed to ward off drunkenness if used in drinking vessels and jewelry. He said college students will drink no matter what, but do so...
Monday, September 1
- Labor Day.

Tuesday, September 2
- SGA pool party, Pete Mathews Coliseum, 3:00 p.m. – 6:00 p.m.

Wednesday, September 3
- Gamecock Game Night, Theron Montgomery Building Auditorium, 7:00 p.m. – 11:00 p.m.

The drama department here at Jacksonville State University is planning for a well-rounded season of shows.

The first play, "Fences," is directed by Sasan McCain and features an all-black cast.

"It's about how our parents provide us with the skills and lessons they think we need to operate in the world," McCain said. "And how that changes with each generation."

McCain said the role of Troy, in the play, was originated on Broadway by James Earl Jones and encouraged aspiring black actors on campus to come to the auditions for the play at the Ernest Stone Center. McCain also directed last year's all-black drama "Other People's Dreams."

The second play is "Tartuffe" by French comedic playwright, Moliere, directed by Dr. Wayne Claeren.

This year's musical is "Sweeney Todd: the Demon Barber of Fleet" and is directed by Eric Traynor. "I'm thrilled to be doing it," Traynor said. "[Sweeney Todd] is my favorite Sondheim musical."

Traynor said "Sweeney Todd" is a little darker than past musicals.

"It's the story of a man who's been wrongly imprisoned, seeks revenge and goes mad doing it," he said. "I love this show because it works with such diverse and complicated characters."

Traynor said he hopes to recruit new actors from around campus who might not normally audition.

"I hope to get some new talent involved," Traynor said.

Auditions for "Sweeney Todd" will be held in late October.

Other shows being produced by the department in the spring are "Sylvia" and "Death by Darkness."

Alpha Psi Omega will also produce "Lost in Yonkers," which will benefit the fraternity's scholarship fund.

Auditions for the first show of the season, "Fences," are September 2, at 6 p.m.
Convocation: Students taught cheers

when he and his friends decided to “reverse parachute” in the open field where the coliseum now stands. He and his friends tied the parachute to the back of a car and pulled the parachute into the air with Meehan attached.

“When I landed, parts of me were red, parts were black and blue,” Meehan said. Meehan told the students to worry more about character than reputation.

“Character is what people think about you,” Meehan said. “Character is what people know about you.”

Football Coach Jack Crowe encouraged the students to be optimistic about the future.

Dean: Candidates to present Sept. 4

Prior to his position as associate dean of CEPS, Dr. Hammett worked in the Health Physical Education and Recreation Department for which he helped establish a BS degree in exercise science and wellness and revamped the BSE degree in physical education. Then, in 2001, he was named Department Head of HPER.

Furthermore, JSU is Dr. Hammett’s alma mater. He earned a BSE in Health and Physical Education with certification in English as well as a Master’s Degree in physical education.

Dr. Donna Burgraff will travel over 1100 miles to campus for her presentation on September 4th. Dr. Burgraff has served as dean of College of Business, Education and Professional Studies at Southwest Minnesota State University since June 1, 2005.

The distance she will have to travel may not post much of a problem, however. Prior to moving to Minnesota, she worked in Pennsylvania as the assistant dean of over 20 years, Dr. Burgraff has held both faculty and administrative positions in education institutions.

The search for a dean was sparked by the retirement of former dean, Dr. Cynthia Harper. She began her career at JSU in 1975, where she climbed the ranks and in 2003 became the Dean of CEPS in 2003. While Dr. Harper accomplished many things during her tenure, there are two ventures left for her successor to complete.

During this academic year, the College of Education is preparing to develop a Notification to Submit a Proposal (NISP) to the Alabama Commission on Higher Education for a doctorate in education. In addition, with classroom and office space in Ramona Wood at capacity, fundraising efforts will continue for the Ramona Wood Annex.

According to Dr. Delap, Dr. Meehan and Dr. Turner (VP for Academic and Cola: Coke loses university bid

Pepsi will replace Coke. JSU isn't the only university that has recently changed over to Pepsi products. According to Whitemore, earlier in this month the University of Alabama reported that they too were switching to Pepsi products on campus.

Though the drink choices have changed, prices will remain the same, Whitemore said. Opinions of the change have quickly ignited throughout campus, but the actual vending machines should be completely installed by the first day of school.
Move In: Immunizations recommended

hall for the first time are to be responsible for all personal belongings, be prepared for anything to happen, clean up after one's self and to be aware that other people share the bathrooms on each floor. With these tips, Simpson thinks freshmen living on their own for the first time will have less trouble adapting to their surroundings.

"Being on their own and not having mom and dad here anymore is their biggest transition," Simpson said. "Bad decisions are what will get them into trouble."

The residence halls at JSU have rules and regulations for students to abide by. Some of the things prohibited are alcohol, drugs, assault, weapons, vandalism and smoking.

Residents are also prohibited from using hot plates, electric grills, toaster ovens and "fry daddys." They are allowed to have coffee makers and rice cookers.

While those residing in a dorm are allowed to come and go as they please without curfew, they do have to show a color-coded key tag when entering the building and assigned according to residence hall. Visitors must also obey visitation hours which are from 2 p.m. to 11 p.m. Monday through Thursday, 12 p.m. to 2 a.m. Fridays and Saturdays and 12 p.m. to 11 p.m. on Sundays. Each visitor must supply a photo id and be escorted at all times.

Brooke Bell, assistant director of university housing and residence life, student development and educational programming explains that there are health and safety inspections in the residence halls each month by RAs.

"They inspect each room looking for health concerns and safety violations and maintenance issues," Bell said. "Residents are given notice of the inspection week and RAs may perform inspections at any time during that week."

Drinking: group seeks 'informed' debate

Troutt, president of Rhodes College in Memphis, Tenn., who has signed the statement.

But some other college administrators sharply disagree that lowering the drinking age would help. University of Miami President Donna Shalala, who served as secretary of health and human services under President Clinton, declined to sign.

"I remember college campuses when we had 18-year-old drinking ages, and I honestly believe we've made some progress," Shalala said in a telephone interview. "To just shift it back down to the high schools makes no sense at all."

McCardell claims that his experiences as a president and a parent, as well as a historian studying Prohibition, have persuaded him the drinking age isn't working.

But critics say McCardell has badly misrepresented the research by suggesting that the decision to raise the drinking age from 18 to 21 may not have saved lives.

In fact, MADD CEO Chuck Hurley said, nearly all peer reviewed studies looking at the change showed raising the drinking age reduced drunk-driving deaths. A survey of research from the U.S. and other countries by the Centers for Disease Control and others reached the same conclusion.

McCardell cites the work of Alexander Wagenaar, a University of Florida epidemiologist and expert on how changes in the drinking age affect safety. But Wagenaar himself sides with MADD in the debate.

The college presidents "see a problem of drinking on college campuses, and they don't want to deal with it," Wagenaar said in a telephone interview. "It's really unfortunate, but the science is very clear."

Another scholar who has extensively researched college binge-drinking also criticized the presidents' initiative.

"I understand why colleges are doing it, because it splits their students, and they like to treat them all alike rather than having to card some of them. It's a nuisance to them," said Henry Wechsler of the Harvard School of Public Health.

But, "I wish these college presidents sat around and tried to work out ways to deal with the problem on their campus rather than try to eliminate the problem by defining it out of existence," he said.

For Allen Back, a JSU senior majoring in Recreation Leadership, drinking Pepsi is a family tradition.

"I prefer the taste of Pepsi," Wyatt said. "I more said.

The near 80 Pepsi machines should be completely installed by the first day of school.

Visit The Chanticleer online at www.thechanticleeronline.com
The Chanticleer looks a little different this semester because of a few new designs we're trying out. We hope to make the paper more visually appealing to the students at JSU as well as providing interesting articles that you, our reader, want to read.

This first issue of The Chanticleer was put together with a skeleton staff working long into the night and even most of the morning. We hope that you will do more than just read the newspaper, but become involved in its production.

We here at The Chanticleer are always on the lookout for new writers with fresh ideas. We hope that if you have an idea for a feature or a story, you will email us (chantyeditor@gmail.com), call us (256-782-5701) or even stop by the office (180 Self Hall) and share your ideas.

We hope you enjoy this first edition of The Chanticleer as much as we love putting out the paper every week.

See you next Thursday!

On The Verge

by Clark Barron

As a new writer for The Chanticleer, life other than college itself. Take this into consideration; Mark Twain once said, "I have never let schooling interfere with my education." Truer words have never been spoken. We often let every other one of life's little problems control our time in college. We often lose sight of why we're actually here. Maybe it is because there are simply too many distractions.

However, perhaps we can blame college life other than college itself. Take this into consideration; Mark Twain once said, "I have never let schooling interfere with my education." Truer words have never been spoken. We often let every other one of life's little problems control our time in college. We often lose sight of why we're actually here. Maybe it is because there are simply too many distractions.

A Coked-up convention

by Scott Green

When the Democratic National Convention commences Monday, Americans will be forced to pick a side: Coke or Pepsi.

This is because the convention, held at the Pepsi Center in Denver, Colo., has signed Coca-Cola as its official recycling partner. Never mind that "Official Recycling Partner" is about as relevant to a political convention as "Official Showerhead Partner" or "Official Ethics Partner."

Coke will be inside Pepsi's building! Up will be down! Day will be night! Peanut butter will be jelly!

Convention organizers seem to know people don't pay much attention, because this year they've taken steps to spice things up. They're going to

Our view: Pardon our mess

Every state gets as long as it wants to introduce itself and award its votes. The rest of the convention is mostly spent by politicians giving speeches about how great the candidate will be and why he or she (just kidding, it's always a he) will be the bestest president ever.

At least I think that's what happens. I've never watched these parts of past conventions. I usually spend that time doing less boring things, like making sure my arm hairs are all the same length.
As a new writer for The Chanticleer, the challenge arises to present something to you, the student, which will hopefully be of some interest. It is quite the challenge considering that it is extremely hard to keep the average college student's attention, myself included. I want to present a point of view that will be relatable and will take a different standpoint on college life.

It is hard to remember what life was like before college. Some can remember those days of having no responsibility other than going to high school and passing. However, the majority of the current college population can probably attest to having been in a place where the answers to all of life's questions seem to never come, and the only thing we can think about are things we have never had to think about before. Most of us have been thrown into a world of responsibility and independence that in no way resembles what we had before college.

It is quite the change considering you have to worry about things like where the rent money is coming from and whether or not you have time to actually study. After the first year of college, you realize that college is going to be a lot harder than you thought. There are so many outside forces that seem to have an impact on education. Truer words have never been spoken. We often let every other one of life's little problems control our time in college. We often lose sight of why we're actually here. Maybe it is because there are simply too many distractions.

However, perhaps we can blame nothing but ourselves. Too often, we are not worrying about getting assignments in on time, but we are too busy stressing out about the only three things in life that ever really seem to matter: life, love and money.

What is it that we're actually here to do? We are here to simply jump through the hoops of the decadent and depraved world of college politics and social norms.

You bite the bullet, do what they say, get that piece of paper, and start your life.

However, it's easier said than done considering how much the average college student actually has to worry about other than school itself. Most people never really see how hard it is to be a college student in this day and age. Not only are there many things working against you such as money, the pressure from parents, and every vice known to man, but there are several things that we can learn from not letting these things get in the way.

To the ones out there struggling not with "college life" but rather "life while you just happen to be in college," take a step back and think about why you're really here. Do it for no one but yourself. It's your life, and the only person that can truly affect it is you.

The political convention as "Official Sponsor" or "Official Ethics Partner."

Coke will be inside Pepsi's building! Up will be down! Day will be night! Peanut butter will be jelly!

A major political party will nominate a non-white male for President!

Enjoy the Coke-Pepsi bedlam, because aside from that, the week will have all the excitement of a good coma. Conventions were exciting a century ago. In 1880, the Republicans took 30 ballots to nominate James A. Garfield, and that was only after a compromise wherein, to appease his detractors, he agreed to die the following September.

But back then the delegates chose the nominee right on the convention floor. Now the candidates are popularly elected, and everyone knows ahead of time whom it'll be.

This year, for example, the Republicans will nominate John McCain, and the Democrats will pick James A. Garfield. No, sorry, McCain hasn't run against Garfield in 128 years. The Democrats will instead nominate Barack Hussein Qadaffi Castro Mussolini Shortcake Obama.

They will do this very slowly. For those talking about change, "One Night will be "Change you can believe in," "Checking America's prostate."

If things go to plan, the Democrats will have a top-notch convention, and millions of citizens will be swayed. After they wake from their comas, they'll be Coke drinkers for life.

Letters Policy:

The Chanticleer welcomes letters to the editor. Letters for publication must be limited to 300 words and must be typed. Letters may be hand-delivered or sent through campus mail to our offices in Room 180, Self Hall, or to the mailing address on the left. Letters may also be e-mailed to chantyeditor@gmail.com.

The Chanticleer will not print letters which are libelous or defamatory. Letters may be edited for style, brevity or clarity. The Chanticleer reserves the right to refuse publication of any submission. Letters must be received by noon on the Monday prior to the desired publication date. There will be at least two weeks between publication of letters from the same person. Rebuttals will be published no later than two weeks after publication of the article, editorial or letter in question.
THE ARMY ADVANTAGE FUND.
BECAUSE SOLDIERS DESERVE MORE.

Now the Army gives you more choices for your future. Earn up to $40,000 to start the business of your dreams or buy the home you always wanted. Log onto goarmy.com/aaf to learn more about the Army Advantage Fund.
Below is the image of your dreams to buy the home you always wanted. Log onto goarmy.com/aaf to learn more about the Army Advantage Fund.
Somehow, the times, they are a-changin’

Perrilloux, Johnson two of several new faces on display in season opener

By Jered Staubs
Sports Editor

Every college football team experiences change between seasons, but the two schools kicking off there season at Bobby Dodd Stadium in Atlanta tonight have that market cornered.

More than half of the Jacksonville State Gamecocks have never played a game for the school before. Most notably is quarterback Ryan Perrilloux, who transferred to JSU after winning a national championship at LSU. The Gamecocks will also have a new starting running back in Tremayne Coger, who transferred from Alabama.

The host Georgia Tech Yellow Jackets underwent even more of an upheaval in the offseason. The Yellow Jackets have by far the youngest team in the ACC, and lost four-year starting quarterback Reggie Ball and All-ACC running back Tashard Choice. Head coach Chan Gailey was fired despite taking Tech to a bowl game in each of his six seasons in Atlanta.

Replacing Gailey is former Navy coach Paul Johnson, who is famous for his triple option offense that is so simple it’s complicated. Johnson has said in the past that he doesn’t give his players playbooks and that there are only five or six different plays in the system.

It’s obviously not so simple to defend, as Navy finished at or near the top of the NCAA in rushing offense the past five seasons while compiling a 43-19 record. That’s quite a turnaround from a school that began the decade 3-30, and it’s more than enough to get JSU head coach Jack Crowe’s attention.

“I see all kinds of problems, because this is a fullback-first offense, and I think you’d have to go back to Campbell at Texas to where you had such a great athlete running in such a similar situation,” he said. “It was easy to see at the end of last year that he (Jonathan Dwyer) was the next guy that was fixing to be an All-ACC running back.”

Crowe repeated his praise of Dwyer several times saying, “I think in Jonathan Dwyer they probably have a better player than they’ve ever had at that position,” and adding that the ability to tackle Dwyer will determine whether JSU has a chance of pulling an upset.

Navy rushed for 348.8 yards per game last year — while no one else in the nation rushed for 300 a game — and stopping that system will be a large task for anyone. For a Football Championship Series team (which most people still refer to as Division I-AA) that would always be a big task, but for JSU it will be especially tough. The Gamecocks return only three returning starters on that side of the ball.

One of the key cogs is senior linebacker Marquise Elston, the lone member of the defense who earned preseason All-OVC honors. Elston emphasized the importance of staying mentally aware against this type of offense.

“It’s different for us because we’re a very fast team and we run to the ball a lot,” Elston said. “Having to sit back and present a similar situation.”

“We’re a very fast team and we run to the ball a lot,” Elston said. “Having to sit back and present a similar situation.”

Though it is commonly thought of as a slow-moving offense that attempts to control the ball for long stretches, a single misread or mental mistake can lead to a quick gain, and Crowe feels Tech may have other wrinkles because it has superior athletes to what Johnson had at his previous positions.

“I think they may look like a traditional one-back team at times,” he said. “Greg Smith led them in receptions last year and he’s playing what amounts to a running back position, so I can see the possibilities there. But do we know exactly what they’re doing?”

---

New Jacksonville State quarterback Ryan Perrilloux acknowledges the fans who turned out to support the team at Paul Snow Stadium on Fan Day earlier this month. Photo courtesy of James Harkins / JSUFan.com / File
Five reasons why...

The Jackets will beat up on JSU

1. Paul Johnson
No offense to Jack Crowe, but here's the list of coaches I'd rather have: Bob Stoops, Dan Hawkins and Mark Richt. The work Johnson accomplished at Georgia with inferior athletes was remarkable, and the possibilities now that he will be bringing in ACC athletes is scary. Jack Crowe is already on record as saying that he feels Johnson will win an ACC title at Tech, and he said in his weekly press conference that he is the perfect fit for the personnel in place.

2. The Georgia Tech defensive front
Defensive end Michael Johnson is expected to be a very high draft pick, and tackles Vance Walker and Darryl Richard are expected to be legitimate NFL players as well. None of the JSU offensive linemen have ever faced anything like what they'll face tonight, and even Ryan Perrilloux did not encounter a defensive line this dominant in his time at LSU - except for perhaps on the practice field.

3. The first five minutes
Crowe touched on this multiple times during his Monday press conference. When playing a team on the road as a big underdog, it's important not to get knocked out early. Two years ago, JSU allowed two non-offensive touchdowns in the first half at Mississippi State to trail 14-3. In 2003, JSU went to Kansas, and the Jayhawks scored 21 points in about eight plays, as Crowe put it.

4. Appalachian State
A lot of people point to Appalachian State's win at Michigan last year as the worst I've seen since ... ooh, I better not go there. I saw "Pineapple Express" and the USA/German field hockey match the same day, and the latter was funnier. The movie was OK (Finally a Judd Apatow movie without the intolerable Jonah Hill), but the game reached new heights of unintentional comedy.

5. Depth
JSU has a handful of players who could step in and play at Georgia Tech. But Georgia Tech has second and third string players who could be stars in Jacksonville. In a game where Georgia Tech's offense seems likely to be on the field for the majority of the game, it's easy to see JSU wearing down even if the game is competitive for a quarter or half.

JSU can compete with GA Tech

1. Ryan Perrilloux
This is the most obvious, and it cannot be underemphasized. Having a playmaker that can take the game in his hands for stretches will make for some nervous moments for the Georgia Tech defense.

2. Special teams
Georgia Tech lost punter Durant Brooks and kicker Travis Bell a year ago, and new coach Paul Johnson admitted it was a worry.

3. Turnovers
As difficult as the triple option offense can be to stop when it IS run properly, if JSU gets off to a quick start, that confidence will only build, and there is "We're capable of making this a competitive football game."

4. Appalachian State
This is the most obvious, and it cannot be underemphasized. Having a playmaker that can take the game in his hands for stretches will make for some nervous moments for the Georgia Tech defense.

5. Uncertainty
As much as Jack Crowe, Paul Johnson, or anyone else can talk about what they expect to happen, no one knows. Most people expect JSU to be a good FCS team and Georgia Tech to be a decent FBS team. But really, with all the question marks surrounding both teams, no one really knows what to expect when these teams take the field tonight.

---

Jered Staub
**GAMECOCK BRIEFS**

- JSU Athletic Director Jim Fuller has announced his retirement from the university after spending five years in Jacksonville. His tenure began as JSU entered the Ohio Valley Conference in 2003, and the Gamecocks captured 31 conference titles while he was AD. Fuller will remain as athletic director through the end of August. No replacement has been named.

- The Jacksonville State men's basketball team signed former Nebraska point guard Jay-R Strowbridge on July 7. Strowbridge played high school basketball at Sparkman High School in Huntsville before spending the next two years playing for Doc Sadler at Nebraska. During his sophomore season in Lincoln, Strowbridge averaged 4.8 points per game to go along with 1.6 assists.

- Jacksonville State pitcher Ben Tootle was selected to the Cape Cod Baseball All-Star West Team. Prior to the All-Star game, Tootle had posted three saves to go along with a 0.98 ERA as the closer for the Falmouth Commodores.

- Jacksonville State head coach Jack Crowe awarded some type of scholarship aid to six walk-on players. Quarterback Steven Beegle, center Josh Carroll, tailback Brandon George, offensive lineman Justin Kirby, running back Drec Lindley and safety Michael Owens all received scholarships after spending the preseason as walk-on players.

- The Jacksonville State football team was picked to win the 2008 Ohio Valley Conference by the coaches.

---

**Out with the old, in with the new**

Volleyball team preparing to move forward without seniors who helped build the program

By Jared Gravette
Assistant Sports Editor

Over the past three seasons, the volleyball team has been the face of women's athletics at Jacksonville State University.

Behind the class of Abbey Breit, Abbey Vierling, Rebekah Nichols and Joi Watts, the Gamecocks won the Ohio Valley Conference tournament championship in both 2005 and 2006 and claimed the regular season title in 2007, winning 31 consecutive OVC matches along the way.

"Obviously, I had some great years with them in a lot of different areas," JSU head coach Rick Nold said. "I think they gave us leadership both on the floor and off the floor. They were just a very solid senior class."

Breit ended her career as arguably the most decorated volleyball player in JSU history. During her senior season, the three-time OVC Player of the Year crushed the school's kills record, finishing with 1,897 during her four years on campus. She also ranks second all-time in digs with 1,324.

Breit has since moved on and is trying her luck in the professional ranks in Europe. " Abbey Breit was just over in Europe. She was looking at some professional opportunities over there. I don't know if she is going to accept those because she is in a unique situation. She is choosing between playing professionally and going to pharmacy school," Nold said.

OVC opponents showed respect during their reign as conference champs, ranking JSU at the top of the preseason poll in each of the last two seasons. However, 2008 has the Gamecocks picked to finish sixth in what is strongly considered as a rebuilding year.

"I think everybody is going to look at it and call it rebuilding, and that's fine because whenever you lose big pieces people are going to say that's what your doing. You're rebuilding. But we have high expectations and I don't think that's going to change."

"We will be young and that is part of what you deal with, but I think it's a team that can still excel in the same way that the past teams have," Nold said.

Throughout the past three seasons, the Gamecocks have always had a target on their backs, which comes with being ranked as the top squad in any conference. This year, that isn't the case, but due to JSU's past success nobody should be underestimating them.

"Everybody always picks a preseason favorite, and I don't know how much it really matters," Nold said. "I don't think it's going to change that we are going to be a team that people want to beat. Any good program that has a history of success, that's a team you are going to feel good about beating."

"I hope everybody comes at us because we have the people we need to play at a high level."

The Gamecocks will open up at home next Tuesday against the Auburn Tigers. This will mark the first time that an SEC opponent has taken on JSU inside Pete Mathews Coliseum.

---

**Different takes on the new big man on campus**

I am a graduate of JSU and until recently have been a proud Alumni and supporter of JSU to potential JSU students. My enthusiasm has ebbed because of the actions of the football team. Our coach released a student athlete that has so much potential. JSU, if we release students that are considered detrimental to JSU, then to JSU program.

By Audrey Swift
Assistant Sports Editor

I have always been proud to tell young people of the advantages of however I have always been a vocal supporter and champion of the JSU experience. Until now.

I am embarrassed that JSU would allow the football coach to bring in a student athlete that has so much negative baggage. I am embarrassed that JSU would support this by allowing the athletic department to bring him in to the JSU family; highlight it on the Web page, then let coach Crowe speak to the alumni at the 2008 events and act as if this is a positive.

Well, in my opinion it is not. It is by far the most negative story to come out of JSU in many, many decades. The negative far outweighs the positive and I really believe that JSU should rise above and say NO, we will not allow you to attend our fine university.

I am a realist and know that just ain't going to happen. I will feel better though knowing that I have voiced my opinion and hope that instead of being able to say "I told you so" one day, I will have to eat my words.

For all the baggage that Ryan Perrilloux admittedly carries, I feel like the guy is getting a bad rap. OK, he did some things that weren't bright. What's the Biblical quote about that? Let he who is without sin throw the stones.

People are under the impression that Perrilloux has been committing all these heinous crimes, when in truth, he's been involved in pretty innocent situations.

He tried to go to a casino as a minor. I started betting on football at 13, playing blackjack at 14, and going to the dog track illegally at 16. Guess I can't throw any stones.

He got into a fight at a bar. Going to the bar in the first place was dumb. But everyone goes to bars when they're in college. I don't even like beer and I've been in bars.

He allegedly failed a drug test. Umm, over half the people on campus would have failed a drug test at some point in the past year.

The point is, if Ryan Perrilloux was going to be a negative piece to this puzzle he had to let Perrilloux go elsewhere. He has a program that is bigger than any individual. We don't have that program here. The amount of publicity and ticket sales Perrilloux has already brought and will continue to bring make him worth the gamble.

Jack Crowe gets a lot of flak for being too conservative, and at times it's been justified. But he's made a gutsy call here, and it's the right move.

He's got a special player, one of which JSU hasn't seen under center of late. He's got a program that is bigger than the one he started.

The Gamecocks will open up at home next Tuesday against the Auburn Tigers. This will mark the first time that an SEC opponent has taken on JSU inside Pete Mathews Coliseum.
HOW PERRILLOUX CAME TO JSU

July 26, 2004 – Ryan Perrilloux, one of the top quarterback prospects in the country, verbally commits to Mack Brown and the Texas Longhorns.

February 2, 2005 – Perrilloux decides to decommit from the University of Texas, choosing to play college ball in his home state of Louisiana at LSU.

May 22, 2007 – LSU head coach Les Miles suspends Perrilloux indefinitely after he was issued a misdemeanor for allegedly trying to use his brother’s driver’s license to get into the Hollywood Casino in downtown Baton Rouge.

Summer 2007 – Miles reinstates Perrilloux in time for preseason practice.

September 15, 2007 – Perrilloux receives his first start at LSU, throwing for 298 yards and three touchdowns in the Tigers 44-0 win over Middle Tennessee.

October 25, 2007 – Perrilloux and teammate Derrick Odom are involved in a fight at The Varsity, a nightclub in Baton Rouge.

December 1, 2007 – Perrilloux receives his second career start in the SEC Championship game against Tennessee, throwing for 243 yards and a touchdown on his way to being named the player of the game.

February 8, 2008 – JSU head coach Jack Crowe signs two quarterbacks from the class of 2008, Marquis Ivory and Casey Weston.

February 18, 2008 – Miles suspends Perrilloux indefinitely for violating team rules.

February 18, 2008 – Crowe dismisses starting quarterback Cedric Johnson three days before spring practice for continual violation of team rules.

April 4, 2008 – Weston, one of JSU’s two quarterback signees for the class of 2008, decides to enroll in a Mississippi junior college.

May 2, 2008 – Miles kicks Perrilloux off the team at LSU for unspecified reasons.

May 14, 2008 – Perrilloux transfers to Jacksonville State.

Changes: Will ensure that both teams play a different kind of football

Continued from page 6

I think gives them a lot of confidence.”

While Crowe doesn’t know exactly what to expect, he says he thinks Perrilloux brings an interesting element to a game that would almost certainly be noncompetitive without him.

“Having Perrilloux makes a world of difference,” he said. “That’s why I say buy a ticket. There’s no way I’d make that statement without Ryan Perrilloux walking out there at quarterback.”

Still, one man is not going to be able to beat Georgia Tech on his own, and Crowe knows the Gamecocks must get contributions from those who are less prominent than Perrilloux.

“There probably isn’t four better defensive linemen on one football team in America than they’ve got on the field at Georgia Tech,” Crowe said. “Now when you talk about having to protect the quarterback, we’ve got some young players and at one position (left guard – where Tyler Ogletree was expected to start before suffering an injury that will keep him out at least six weeks) we really don’t know who our starter is, against that front ... that’s an enormous challenge for us.”

For his part, Perrilloux appears to be confident in the abilities of those protecting him and paving the way for Coger and the other JSU backs.

“I think that we’re really good up front,” Perrilloux said. “We control the line of scrimmage every day. Those guys we have up front are tough, they’re disciplined and they work hard. With those three things we’ll have an opportunity to control the line of scrimmage against Georgia Tech.”
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